CMATT Structure

Deputy, CMATT (Coalition)

* CG, CMATT (US)

Manning and Administration
1x0-5 Coalition, 1x0-5 US, 1x contractor

Military Intelligence
1x0-6 US, 1x0-5 US, 1x contractor

Transition and Integration
1x0-6 US, 1x0-5 US, 1x0-5 Coalition, 1x contractor

Plans
1x0-5 US, 1x0-5 US, 1x0-5 Coalition, 1x contractor

Coalition Military Liaison for Training
1x0-5 Coalition, 2x0-5 US, 2x0-7 US, 2x0-6 US, 4x Driver
1x0-5 Coalition, 1x contractor

3x Coalition Training Teams
(Mosul, Baghdad, Basra)
1x0-5 US, 2x0-5 US, 1x0-5 Coalition, 2x0-7 US, 2x0-6 US, 3x Driver, 1x contractor

Contractors (Trainers)

*CG Staff: 1x0-5 MA US, 1x0-8 US, 2x0-7 US, 2x Drivers US, 2x contractors
* Deputy Staff (Coalition): 1x0-5 MA, 1x0-8, 1x Driver
* Becomes CG OMC-Iraq during Phase IVb

Contracting and Disbursement
1x0-6 US, 1x0-5 Coalition, 1x contractor

- 64 Combined
- 52 US Military
- 12 Coalition
- Does not include contractors
- Support needed: Logistics, comm, security

Iraqi Cadre
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